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Independent Learning

Group Work

Peer Work 

LESSON OUTLINE

Class: Year 4

Investigation: Rainbow Tower: What makes 
something sink or float?

Time: Approximately 30 minutes.

YEAR 4

A
Rainbow Tower
TOPIC A :  PHYSICAL SCIENCES – FRICTION AND FLOATING
LESSON PLAN

MATERIALS NEEDED

• 7 different liquids (see ‘Notes’ section of this 
lesson plan for suggestions).

• A clear jar to layer everything in. 
• Cups to place 100 ml of each liquid in – label 

each one with what is inside. 
• Food colouring to colour each liquid so that you 

can tell them apart (and make your rainbow!).

KEY CONCEPTS

• Water is about 800 times thicker than air.  
(784 times denser to be precise). This helps  
sea creatures to move as they can rely on the 
water for more support than we can rely on  
from the air.

• If an object is denser than another it should 
sink. Otherwise, it will float on top.

• Each layer in your column contains a liquid with 
a different density, which gives you the cool 
layered effect you observed!

Discuss: do you think all liquids have the same density? If 
we poured them on top of each other would they float, sink 
or all mix together? 

Discuss: what order do we think they will go in? What 
colour should we dye each liquid to try and create a 
rainbow in a jar? What colours are in a rainbow?

Observe & Do: pour the liquid that they think will be the 
densest into the jar first. 
• Pour the second liquid in – did it float or sink?
• Wait until the 2 layers have separated then pour in the 

next liquid. 
• Continue until you have added all your layers.

Communicate: what did we discover?

KEY QUESTIONS

• We can swim through water, but what about trying to 
move through oil, slime, honey, mud or even dirt. Do you 
think it would take more effort or less?  

• What implication does this have for animals? E.g. dirt is 
2.5 times denser than water so imagine what it would be 
like to be an earthworm!

• What did you discover about sharks at AQWA? What two 
special features help a shark to float? Which one of these 
relates to our experiment?

BACKGROUND INFORMATION/RESOURCE LINKS/
CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Density is defined as an object’s mass, per unit volume 
(how compacted it is). An anchor is denser than water, 
which is why it sinks. An air bubble is less dense than water, 
which is why it rises to the surface. A balloon filled with 
helium is less dense than air, which is why it floats away!

Further investigation:
• Add different materials into your density column e.g. 

wooden bead, plastic bead – where do they end up in the 
column? What substance do they float in? 

• Do you think the order would change over time? What 
about in the sunlight (heat) or if placed in the fridge? 

• Does temperature affect how some liquids behave?

Concept application:

Water is about 800 times thicker than air. (784 times denser 
to be precise.) This helps sea creatures to move as they 
can rely on the water for more support than we can rely 
on from the air. This is also why marine animals can get so 
big – the biggest animal to have ever lived on our planet 
(bigger than any dinosaur or ancient creature) is the blue 
whale, which is 30 m long and weighs over 170 tonnes. They 
are so big that their heart is the size of a car and their 
tongue is as heavy as an elephant!

NOTES

Here is a list of liquids in their order of density (from most 
dense to least): honey, corn syrup, maple syrup – pure, 
liquid soap, water, vegetable oil, rubbing alcohol. Feel free 
to experiment with others and create your own list.
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NEXT LESSON

Floating Fish investigation.

RECENT PRIOR EXPERIENCE

• AQWA excursion – Sink or Swim worksheet.
• Nature hunt and floating observations.
• Orange Plops density experiment.
• Boat Builder – Plasticine Imagineer investigation.

PROGRESSION OF TOPIC

1. What objects float or sink?
2. What helps an object float?
3. Understanding density.
4. Understanding the role of shape.
5. Air is less dense than water.
6. Do all liquids have the same density?
7. Does all air have the same density?

DIFFERENTIATION

Opportunity for students to:

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Different substances have different densities. 
• Water pushes up supporting the weight of objects  

and living things.
• If an object is denser than another it should sink, 

otherwise, it will float on top.
• The density or thickness of an animal’s surrounding 

environment affects how it can grow and move.

LANGUAGE OBJECTIVE

Students communicate results in an informal setting.

ACHIEVEMENT STANDARDS

• Students identify that science is used to understand the 
world around them. 

• Students broaden their understanding of form  
and function. 

CURRICULUM LINKS

Science – Chemical Sciences

Natural and processed materials have a range of physical 
properties that can influence their use (ACSSUO74).

Science Enquiry Skills

(ACSIS064) (ACSIS065) (ACSIS069) (ACSIS071).

CAPABILITIES

Numeracy

Critical and  
Creative Thinking

Literacy

Personal and Social

ICT

Ethical Understanding

Intercultural 
Understanding 

See and Look

Hear and Listen

Touch and Do

Read and Write

EXTENSION

Air had the lowest density of all the substances we 
investigated but what is lighter than ‘air’?
• Does anything float in the air? (Hint: helium 

balloons, hot air balloons.) 
• Why does this happen?
• To calculate the density of a substance you can 

use the equation: density = mass ÷ volume. Using 
this equation, can you calculate the density of 
some of the liquids you used today? Place these 
results in order. Is it the same order as your 
order of layers? 

Notes:


